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AlllUlNSAS ,JIJ17ENIJ .. E ))E'J1EN'l'ION (~EN'l'EllS Employed students limited to 
work 20 hours per week 
By Hannah Moore 
Beal Reporter 
The Employer Shared 
Responsibi lity Provisions 
of the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA, ObamaCare) require 
all employers who generally 
employ 50 full-time workers 
(or a combination of full- time 
and part- time that would 
equal 50 full- time) to provide 
affordable health insurance 
coverage. The starute defines a 
full-rime empl~ as someone 
who works at least 30 hours 
per week. 
According to the 2014 Juvenile Offenders and Victims National Report, 
more than 750 Arkansas juvenites had been placed in correctional facilities. 
Students who are employed 
by Harding have rexperienccd 
some changes recently regard-
ing the number of hours they 
work and how those hours are 
tracked. 
A k t ~ Burch Gardner, director r ansas 0 re.1orm ofCareerScmccs,saidthar 
• • 1 • t • t Harding regulated student JUVenI e JUS ICe sys em workhoms long bcro"'h' 
By Jordan Doyle 
Beat Reporter 
Arkansas lawmakers heard prDJX>Sllls 
to reform the state's juvenile justice 
system on Sept. 30. 
incarceration. What you can do ~hind AS~;:~~enn~~1::·been 
locked d<.>°'"!• you can do better 111 the restricted to 20 hours even 
comm~ruty. . . . before ObamaCare," Gard-
Ju~10r sooal \~Ork maJOr Natal.1e ner said. "Federal work study 
Marun has a cou~m who has been '.n restric ts students to work 
and out of detentton ce~ters. She sai.d onl 20 hours er week so 
she knows that commuruty outreach 1s Y . . p 
good, but that the priority should be on the u:;e~sity adopted th e 
David Ross, director of 
Human Resources, said that 
in response to the ACA, 
Harding has kept their limit 
at 20 hours per week. 
"It made sense to keep it 
at that level in order to keep 
employees under the new 30 
- hour rule," Ross said. "By 
allowing students 20 hours 
during academ ic pe riods, 
not only does it allow them 
to concentrate on being a 
srudent, but ifin the summer 
they needed additional work 
hours, then it's available to 
them to go above that 20." 
Ross said that even though 
the 20-hour work week is not 
a new standard at Harding, the 
university is still undergoing 
some changes in order to 
comply \vith the ACA. 
~care monitoringsrudent 
hours every week, which is 
something that we did not 
used to do," Ross said. "We 
need to make sure that the 
average student hours are in 
the range that we \Yant them 
to be. If they're not, we have 
to start making plans to either 
reduce those hours or prepare 
to comply with the law and 
offer insurance." 
D ebbie G odinez, senior 
Resident Assistant (RA) in 
Cathcart H all, says that the 
number of desk hours she is 
allowed to work as an RA has 
been restricted to 12. 
"For me personally ] was 
disappointed to know that 
our hours arc now limited , 
because I want all the hours 
that I can gct,"Godinez said. 
~When you leave, you either 
have to tr.ide desk hours or give 
them away, and that bccnne so 
much morediffia.tltwhen~u 
can only work 12 desk hours. 
When someone takes off for 
the weekend and the rest of 
us are ar our quota, there's 
no one to fill the empty desk 
hours. The people that would 
be willing to take the free desk 
hours can't because they've 
reached their limit on hours." 
Ross said that during this 
time of transition, che university 
is trying to adapt in the best 
\vay possible. 
~It's a sensitive topic for 
a \or of people so we're just 
trying to do the best we can 
to provide the best services to 
che students and also protect 
the interests of the university 
at the same time," Ross said. 
The DMsion ofYouth Sern= (DYS), 
a branch of the Arkansas Department 
of Human Services, is leading the 
proposals. According to the Northwest 
Arkansas Dcmocrat-G:v.cttc, the DYS 
is hoping to monitor how correctional 
facilities handle the diagnosis and 
tn:atment of mental disorders. The DYS 
improving programs in juvenile halls. same e. 
·ourde""''o"""""'odayarc 'The Hunts' to perform Oct. 20 
becoming less and less cffective,"Martin 
director, Marcus Devine, said not aU of 
said. "lhis is due to numerous reasons, 
but I think having poor mental health 
services can be a huge contrib~tor. Many 
of our juvenile offenders also live with 
some sort of mental health issue.1hese 
centers often are not treating these 
· 'tlfc juVi:nilc correcrional facilities have 
the same standards when it comes to 
mental health services. 
"We ha\'c some that are amazing, and 
some that are not so much, "Devine said 
to the Democrat-Gazette. "We want 
to make sure that the youths have the 
same level of services no matter where 
'they're arrested." 
underlying causes." 
A ccord ing to ArkansasMatters. 
com, the DYS suggested that school 
systems can help with this. Adjunct 
professor of crimina1 justice Timothy 
Seay disagreed, though . 
Paul Kelly, senior policy analyst for 
Arkansas Advocated for Children and 
"I don't think this is an issue that the 
schooh need to be addressing alon~" Seay 
said. "Maybe a joint effort with the Youth 
Services Division and the Department 
of Education would be a suitable way of 
identifying at-risk juveniles who arc not 
already in the system and then The Youth 
Services Division would be available to 
offer services to those juveniles." 
Families, said he docs not think focus 
should be placed on adding programs 
to detention centers. Instead, he said 
there should be more focus on outreach 
programs chat help prevent youth from 
being sent to detention centers. 
"W on't we be purring lipstick on a 
pig?" Kelly said to the D emocr.it Ga-
zette. "We'll be encouraging the use of 
"The DYS will continue presenting 
to lawmakers in January 2016. 
Courtesy of The Hunts Marketing 
'The Hunts' will be performing at 8 p.m. in the Administration Auditorium on Oct. 20. 
The band of siblings released their album 'Those Younger Days' eartier in August. 
Part 2: Real response from the absent generation 
Introducing the second installment of 'The millennial Exodus' series 
By Kaleb Turner 
Editorial Asst. 
Over the past 20 years, profes-
sor of Bible Dr.Joe Brumfield has 
collected nearly 14,000 anonymous 
responses from students n:garding 
rdigion, faith, morality and church. 
The thoughts and questions presented 
by the students from the surVL-ys are 
telling of their absence and foelingof 
desertion fTom the church, according 
roBrumficld. 
~These results are much more 
qualitative than they are quantitati\'e," 
Brumfield said. 
Of all the responses, the majority 
are centered on three main topics: 
hypocrisy in with the church, strug-
gles with sexuality, and conflict with 
science and philosophy. 
"What frustrates me about the 
church is that (members) pretend 
to have an 'open door' policy, but the 
church locks it's buildings and fiuwns 
II 
upon different people entering," a and young adults arc dissatisfied evident theme. Homosexuality, and be followed. 
respondent wrote. ~Churches are with churches having a monopoly the debate and acceptance of it in Respondents posed philosophical 
exclusive and don't work well with on truth and salvation. He deferred the church, though, is becoming questions like "why do bad things 
other churches, and member-5 live to the words of James A Harding: increasingly more common. happen to good people,""how dowe 
double-standard lifestyles." "l have always said we should be "1he day after gay marriage was know any of this is real" or"what if all 
Sophomore Brian Cozart shared Christians only, I have never said legalized in the U.S., I sat in a church of this is wrong and there is no God?" 
thoughts on his, and fellow students', we arc the only Christians." and listt:n to a preacher talk aOOut how Brumfield said "hundreds and 
criticisms of the church. Cozart Frustrationwith churchleadershiP> uthc church was facing a new era of hundreds" of responses are based 
graduatt>tl high school from Crowlt.')?s teaching and doctrine is an additional persecution," Cozart said. "During around doubt in God, faith and reality. 
Ridge AC1.demy, a private Christian matter in the responses. this sermon, all I could think about "Research shows that parents are 
school, and grew up in the church "Atmyhomechurth,I h:tvcstruggled was a late night talk with one of my the primaryinflucncers (on students") 
of Christ, and now claims that he is with something tha1 is becoming a friends (who) is gay. He told me that beliefs," Brumfield said. "In other 
not a Christian, but Maccepts many universal issue," a respondent wrote. he 'vas rapt-cl at a party by one of the words, these questions were in their 
Christian ideas." "OureJders,deacons and leaders base bullies at his high school. This bully minds before thcyanived at Harding." 
"I sec a lot of arrogance in the their faith, teaching and beliefs on was an outspoken C hristian.1hat is Brumfield said that while there 
church,"Cozartsaid. "The church as church or family tr.tdition instead of persecution " is "not a single, definite reason" for 
a whole comes off as if it has all of Biblical doctrine." Brumfield said that when he explainingwhy millcnnials areleaving 
the answers and when someone finds Another recurring struggle of began accepting responses 20 years thechurch orwhythcyfcel the church 
the established answers unsatisfac- students throughout the responses ago, students understood that if is leaving them, these responses offer 
rory, they feel no invitation from the is the issues oflust and the church's the Bible stated something, it \vas profound insight into the issue. 
church to talk about such issues. The stance on homosexuality. so; today, however, students need Part 3 or1hc millennial Ewdus: 
church doesn"t en terrain questions, it Respondents asked, .. how far is too "the latest clinical research" or hard rhe solurion ro the problem," will 
only gives anS\vers. ~ fal' or"whydocs Godgi"c us sorualiry," evidence as to why a certain custom appear in ntxt weeks issue of7he 
Brumfield said that students which Brumficldsaidisan incredibly shouJdbe practicedorstatuteshould Bison, on st:inds Friday, Oct.23. 
Dr. Ed Wilson, 
page 38 
Check out the Harding 
professor affiliated with NASA 
Flooding in South Carolina, 
page2A 
Student's families are affected 
by the record-breaking 
flooding in Columbio 
South Carolina 
suffers under 
historic floods 
By Zach Hailey 
EditOf-in-Chief 
After a large amount of 
rainfall from Hurricane Joa-
quin, South Carolina streets, 
00.1ies and businesses flooded 
early this month. 
A=tlirg10d.:~ 
Pres.s,morrthan300roadsarc 
still dosed in the Columbia 
area, and more than 18 dams 
have fui.1cd siocc the beginning 
of October. Columbia Mayor 
Srevo lknjrunin spoke on Oct. 
5, ocld<=ingd.:danmgethar 
had accumulated. 
"E=ruallytl.:fio®,vilJ 
abate, but we had to assess 
the damage ... damage will 
probably be in the billions 
of dollars, and we're going 
to rebuild," Benjamin said. 
"Some peoples' lives as they 
know them will never be 
the same." 
Junior OliYia Cook said 
her family, who lives in 
Summerville, South Caro-
lina, evacuated their home 
last week. 
"My parents knew the 
hurricane was roming," Cook 
said. "Thankfully, rheycould 
move most of our sniff from 
downstairs, upstairs." 
Cook said that her family 
had a few hours to prepare for 
the stonn during the day, but 
that night, they watched the 
fl.oodwatersrisc. 
"We live right on the 
water," Cook said. "They just 
watched (the water) come up. 
Now, our entire downstairs 
is under water." 
Cook said that the dry-
wall, carpet, flooring and 
cabinets need to be replaced 
in her house, but she said 
the important thing is that 
her family l-VJ.Cuatcd safely. 
~since we live on the coast, 
mclJ""'!*"'mbool>,"Cook 
said. "My dad's friend drove 
his boat over and evacuated 
my family." 
Junior Rochelle Kellis said 
her fumily was not evacuated, 
but water covered their lawn. 
"There was a curfew in 
our town and schools were 
canceled for most of the 
week," Kellis said. "Lots of 
pamof my rown were severely 
affected, though." 
Senior Patrick Miller sakl 
that although his home was 
not damaged, his family's 
day-to-day life was. Miller 
said that his home is about 
20 minutes from the major 
flooding, but most of the area 
has still been affected. 
"Th< bgg<>r l""1c that cl.: 
floodingcaused my family is 
that my mom and sister were 
unable to go to work for a few 
daY"," Millcr.Ud. "They both 
work ... downtmvn where the 
flooding was the worst in the 
Charleston area." 
We li ve right on 
the water. They 
j u s t watched ( th e 
wa te r) come up . 
Now, our ent ire 
downstairs is u n d e r 
wate r. 
-Olivia Cook, 
Jun ior 
According to the AP, the 
floodwaters caused major 
dama&re to a canal connected 
to the w:uer supply fa-the city. 
The city of Columbia was put 
under a boil water advisory, 
but the advisory was lifted 
last Sunday, Oct. 11. The 
city is continuing to repair 
the damages to the breach 
that tainted the water. 
StudeNts will be able 
to visit a booth setup 
for resume buldiNg &Nd 
career services 
Photographers will be 
oNsite to take graduatioN 
portraits, as well as fuN 
photos of studeNts •Nd frieNds 
Relay for Life sets records 
AMANDA FLOYD I The Bison 
Relay for Life fundraising broke records this year with 25 participating teams 
who raised $16,246 for cancer research on Friday, Oct. 9 and Saturday, Oct. 
1 o. Nearly 700 total people registered for the event, according to graduate 
student Emily Parsons, who served as student director. 
-
StudeNts will be able ' 
to pick up their cops 
aNd gowNs 
GRAPHIC BY T R Conveniently located near the stair~ase in the Brackett Libra ry 
Training program protects campus from gun threats 
Human Resources and Public Safe ty team up to educate faculty, RAs on active-shooter scenarios 
Savanna DIStefano included a six-minute of students," Keener said . take time to learn the Arom:lingroa2014 FBl advantage" for safety on 
Features Editor video titled "Run, Hide, "I th ink the key point is layout of each build ing report, 160 active-shooter campus. 
In spring 2015, the de- Fight: Surviving an Active having a general awareness and use guns that shoot events occurred fiom 2()))- "We have a lot of things 
partmcnt of Public Safety Shooter Event,"which was of the risks and what to do." paint pellets to simulate 2013, 70 percent of which in our favor because we 
teamed up with Human funded by the Department Craig Russell, Director 
active-shooter scenarios. occurred in business or are a Christian university, 
of Homeland Security and of Public Safety, said the educational settings. The but that doesn't mean that 
Resources to conduct ac- produa:d cy ~ Hoosmn, university agreed to have We want to do first seven years of the it couldn't happen here, 
rive-shooter safety training a Houston, Texas, program armed officers on campus everything in s tudy stated an average Rus se ll said. "We arc 
for all facuJcy and sraff that produces emergency after the Virginia Tech advance to prepare of 6.4 incidents occurred going to do our best to 
The Oct. 9 shooting preparedness material. shooting in 2007. Every and deter (an annually. In the later haJf, make sure we are do ing 
at Northern Arizona The video explains three full-time officer is equipped active-shooter the average increased to everything possible to 
University, which result- options for an individual with a hand gun and two event) from 16.4. make it safe here." 
ed in one death, was the to take when found in an officers ancnd chapel daily 
happening. 
Ru sse ll said he has According to the Wash-
47tth shooting this year, active shooter situation: to assure a safe worship 
-Craig Russell , worked at Harding for ington Post, the shooter 
according to ABC News. run, hide or fight. environment. Director of 26 years and never wit- at Umpqua Community 
On Oct. 1, nine people Each resident assistant "We want to make Pu bl ic Safety nessed an armed gunman College specifically rargcroo 
were killed and 20 were (RA) watched the video sure chapel is a safe envi- on campus. He said the Christians. Russell said 
injured during a shooting d u ring RA tra ining in ronment for students to "We want to do every- biggest crime is theft of having a common faith 
at Umpqua Community August.Junior RA Truett come together and worship thing in advance m prepare bicycles and materi:tls left offers benefits for a safe 
College in Oregon. Keener said the video taught and communicate wi t h and deter (an active-shooter in unlocked dorms. campus. 
"It 's just smart to make the viewe rs to act more each other," Russell said. event) from happening, Tue201sl-lanling"'"uru "We're a pretty close-
effectively in a situation "(Students) don't have to Russell said. "Ow- priority is security report lists zero knit community," Russell 
sure people are aware that 
of shock. worry about s!fcty in that getting to that person who illegal weapon violations said. "We know each other, 
there are things they can 
"I think it's beneficial for environment is the threat as quickly as and murders from 2012- we care about each other 
do if things like (an active RAs and campus leaders Russdl .Ud Public S,fery possible, then managing 2014 but reported a total of and we take care of each 
shooter event) happen," to have awareness of the officers train regularly by and dealing \vith that threat 37 on-campus burglaries. other. I think that gives us 
David Ross, director of dangers and of the poten- going to shooting ranges as quickly as possible so Russell said curfew and an adva ntage over many 
Human Resources, said. rial risks that come with and performing monthly that other people don't prohibition of drugs and other schools that are much 
The safe ty train ing having such a large body drills. H e said the officers get hurt." alcohol "give an enormous less connected." 
Take time to use time foshua Johnson 
guest 
writer 
A s I settled into my second row seat in 
my afternoon class, I glanced down 
at my left wrist to find nothing but the 
absence of time and lack of, what felt like, 
urgent information. 
I forgot my watch, and I was reminded 
of that fact dozens of times as I continued 
to habitually look down and continually 
grow frustrated at the sight of my naked 
wrist. 
I never realized how important knowing 
the time was co me until I found myself 
checking my invisible wrist watch several 
hundred times a day, especially during 
class, though I knew the time of dismissal 
was out of my control. 
Time is not something easily defined. 
It cannot "run out~ or be Mmadc"because 
we all have the same amount: 60 minutes 
in an hour, 24 hours a day and seven days 
a week. We just spend it differently, and 
how it is used is ultimately up IO 1hc 
individual. 
I've found that when I sec the numbers 
on my watch, I calculate how much time 
has gone by and the amount remaining 
until the next activity on my never-end-
ing agenda. The telling of time is simply 
a man-made measurement of existence, 
and it's not the numbers on the clock 
that matter, but the qual ity of the present. 
Ir's so easy to get caught up in what 
time it is or how much time is left. The 
Bible is very clear in informing its readers 
that God has the power over our time on 
earth. The earth could be destroyed before 
you finish reading th is line o r before I 
finish typing this piece. 
Sometimes I wonder what I will be 
doing when J esus returns, if I am still 
around. I wonder if I will be spe nding 
my time to love on his people and expand 
His kingdom, or if I will be preoccupied 
with checking the numbers on my watch 
to calculate how much time is left until 
dinner. 
Being a do-it-all college student, I 
often find myself wishing I had more 
time in the day, only to use it all up. I 
will never have enough time to sleep or 
enough time with friends, and I will never 
spend enough time studying and working 
on homework assignments. However, it 
is not the quant ity of time tha1 matters, 
but the quality. 
I want to use each minute purposefully, 
working toward fulfilling Jesus' commission 
and making disciples out oflove. I want to 
remember that my schedule is not for me 
to reap rewards from completing classes 
and attending meetings, but for me to 
glorify God though my interactions with 
others during each activity. 
Sometimes I intentiona lly leave my 
watch behind now. Catching myself when 
I check it reminds me to look ahead at 
the people around me instead of down 
at my wrist. h reminds me to exchange 
a smile wi1h the strangers I pass by on 
campus, to encourage othe rs and build 
deep relationships. It reminds me to focus 
not on che time of day and format of my 
schedu le, but how I to use th e present 
purposefully. 
SAVANNA DISTEFANO is the feohxes 
editor for the Bison. She may be con· 
tacted at 
sdistefano@hardlng.edu. 
don' t mind me .. . 
Hovering 
above the issue 
L;;\;:e~;_nsi:;~::~n~oc;;;'. ~: ~:e7t~~~ 
Whether or not a 75-year-old Alaskan native 
should be allowed to pilot his personal hovercraft: 
on a hunt for elusive bull moose. 
Of course, the case is much more complex 
than chat. The overarching conAict deals with 
state versus government-owned property and 
whether the usage of a hovercraft violates a 1980 
congressional scnlcment dictating federally man-
aged conservation districts. But political mumbo 
jumbo aside, I find this case leading co a much 
more universally relevant question. 
Whcreoatiyareweinthcworldofho\.'e1trafts? 
There are several schools of thought in this 
arena. The first, those of whom we can affec-
tionately refer to as the "old-schoolers,"believe 
hovercrafts are simply a George Luca.s-inspired 
fantasy that can be enjoyed only on the big screen. 
To be fair, ~Star Wars~ has definitely played 
a role in the development of the hovercraft. A 
May 2014 Gl9bal News article captured the 
attention of readers with the headline: '"'Star 
Wars' -like hovercraft will be available in 2017." 
According to the article, a Californ ia-based 
company called Aerofex has been developing 
hovercraft machines for more than 15 years, and 
for only SSS,000 (but a down payment of only 
SS,000 is initially required), you could be first 
on the list when the hovercraft hits the market 
in two years. 
"Definifely notTrump. 
I 'U move to Canada 
if he gets chosen." 
"Bernie Sanders." "Ted Cruz." "Not really any of 
them. None of them 
are good." 
All this to say, there are many who associate 
hovercrafts exclusively with Lucas' fictional 
universe, but this is simply not the case. While 
the old-schoolers simply laugh at such a tom-
foolery of a headline, those in 1he second school 
of thought like to believe this is real life. We 
will refer to this group as the Mhopeful realists." 
zachary dailey 
guest 
w riter 
Go ahead,readitagain. Blacklivesmatter. 
There's no need to add any qualifiers 
to that. No Mall lives matter~or~police lives 
matter~oreven Minnocent lives matter." Are 
all of these true statements? Absolutely. If 
we add those qualifiers, however, we rake 
away from the power and the message of 
the movemcnc.1his message is not about 
asserting that black lives matter more than 
anyothl!J"S. '!hat's a ridiculous charge propa-
gated by people that either haven't taken the 
time to understand the issue or arc blinded 
by ignorance and complacency. In no way 
does saying Mblack lives matter" take away 
from the value of any other life. Its purpose 
is straightforward: to remind us of what 
we've forgotten. Black lives do matter.1he 
heart of the Mb lack lives matter~ movement 
is simply this - to draw attention to the 
fact that black people arc much more likely 
to be incarcerated than white people. 
In a recent interview with CNN, former 
Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee was asked 
about Hillary Clinton's s1a1ement that 
reform would come from changing laws, 
not hearts. He disagreed with her opinion, 
saying that racial issues in the U.S. are a Msin 
problem, not a skin problem." He wcnc on 
Zach Hailey 
editor-in-chief 
Julie Anne White 
news editor 
Black lives matter 
to say that, MWhen I hear people scream, 
'black lives matter, Tm thinking, 'Of course 
they do.' But all lives matter. It's not that 
any life matters more than another. That's 
the whole message that Dr. King tried to 
prcsenc, and I think he'd be appalled by 
the notion 1hat we're elevating some lives 
above others." 
Huckabee gives voice to a common 
opinion concerning 1hc Mblack lives matter" 
movement. In the same interview, Hucbbee 
admitted that there are Minjustices" in the 
system, yet he didn't seem to grasp the depth 
to which 1he faulr line of rnce runs through 
American society. In nearly every category 
of life, every marker of success, there is a 
chasm that yawns wide between the white 
experience and the black experience. Ac-
cording to the Pew Resea rch Center, the 
average African-American household has 
a nel worth of S6,446. The white house-
hold-S91,40S . In the African-American 
community. 28 percent live in poverty, while 
only I 0 percent of the white population is 
below the poverty line. We sec this fault 
line continue its destructive path across 
America. It touches everything from edu-
cation (34 percent of whites have a college 
degree compared to 21 percent of African 
Americans), to home ownership (73 percent 
to 44 percent, respectively), to marriage (55 
percent to 31 percent), and finally comes to 
a head in the jail cells and prisons across the 
U.S. For every white American arrested, six 
African-Americans arc arrested. In 1960, 
the ratio was one to five. According to a 
repor1 by the U.S. Sentencing Comminee, 
African-Americans arc given prison sen-
tences 20 percent longer than those given 
to whites for similar charges. If you have 
any question about whether more white 
or African-Americans are killed by police, 
just rum on the news. 
All life matters and all life is equally 
valuable. No reasonable person d isagrees 
about that. We fail to put chat noble ideal 
into practice, however. America system-
atically and holistically devalues the lives 
of its African-American members. When 
Dr. King helped launch the Civil Rights 
Movement, I don't think he expected the 
problem to resolve itself quickly. I do think 
he would be appalled at the complacency of 
the U.S. SO years later, where the majority of 
African·Americans still live as second-class 
citizens. 
The is.sues raised by the <;black lives matter" 
movement arc not simple ones.1hey are 
complex, multifaceted and deeply ingrained 
problems that will take time and effort to 
resolve. However, we can all take the first 
step in resolving this issue: we need to admit 
there is one. We need to stop hiding behind 
our righteous indignation and numbing 
complacency and find the courage to admit 
that we as a country have a race problem. 
Once we've done that, then we can work 
together as one nation and begin to move 
towards a solution. 
ZACHARY DAILEY is a guest writer 
for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
zdailey@hording.edu. 
staff 
Jesse Hixson Hunter Beck Tori Strother 
The hopeful realises are those who want to 
believe in the future of hovercrafts, based on 
evidence from around the world. For example, 
on Sept. 21, an article on ITV News website 
told the story of a man and his dog rescued via 
hovercraft after the dog fell and was stranded at 
the bottom of the Brean Down cliffs in Somerset, 
England. On Oct. 1, a hovercraft came to the 
rescue of an overturned boa! and its occupants, 
stranded in waters too dangerous for sailing, 
in Little Bay de Noc in Michigan, according 
to Upper Michigan's Source news website. Jn 
Springfield, Ohio, golf fanatics are Rocking to 
Windy Knoll Golf Club, where they can navigate 
the course via hovercraf1 for only SISS per 18 
holes (alternatively, hovercraft rides around the 
course are available fo r a mere S50 per person). 
The hopeful realists are skeptical, but they 
can't deny the impacc hovercrafts are starting to 
have in everyday life. So this group says, let the 
old geezer hunt moose from his George Lucas 
landspeeder. After all, you only live once, as the 
kids are saying these days. 
Speaking of kids, the third and last school of 
thought is the catcgoryof)oong believcrs."lt may 
be the conceited know-it-all syndrome plaguing 
modern youth, but this group simply w.i.nts to 
believe in every scientific advancement, from the 
colonization of Mars to affordable hovercmfts. 
I place myself in this group. I don't have $85,()(() 
at my disposal. I don't even have SS,000 for the 
down payme111 to Acrofcx. But l do believe in the 
nCJtt step- I believe mass-produced hovercrafts 
will be the wave of the not-so-distant future. 
So goodbye, cars. Take a tip from a young 
know-it-all and don't invest in robber, because 
tires are going by the wayside. 
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The Comeback 
James Walter Braddock was born in Hell's Kitchen in .New York in June 1905. He 
was the son of 1mmigrnnts from Ireland and 
lived a life that seemed to allow him to just 
get by. When he was young, he dreamed of 
playing football for Notre Dame, but quickly 
learned that he \YaS more brute than brains. 
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ii j When Brnddock w;1s older, he trained to become a boxer. From the beginning of his career at 21, he was good. H e became 
famous wid1in a few yean; for his solid right 
hand and for being able to take hit after 
hit. Braddock set his mind to becoming Atticus Finch unmasked 
:~~t~~~~~~:;;i~~~~:~~:~i~;~Ja::~. ----------'h=•,_yd°'e"'n-'-n"'oo-"n"-'e"-r 
Braddock, a middle initial that OOth previous 
champions had. 
Braddock was strong and made a name 
for himself in his youth. However, as years 
went on, his chronic hand injuries caused 
him to lose sever,1,l matches. Soon, the Great 
Depression made its way to his homcto\\ITI, 
and all but drove him and his family to ~'IU••--:illllL __ _ 
the streets. M arried, '~lth three. children, '"T"'here comes a time in a person's life when 
Braddock was forced mto working at the .1 their childhood hero is unmasked or rc-
docks and collecting social assistance from moved from their pedestal. This happened to 
the government to provide for his family. me this summer as I read Harper Lee's "Co Set 
Braddock endured the humiliation ofhav- a Watchman,"the sequel to her award winning 
ing to accept relief money, but was lifted novel, ~To Kill a Mockingbird." 
up by the Catholic Worker M ovement, a "Co Set a Watchman" continues in the main 
social justice group that helped care for the character's point of view, Mary Louise Finch 
homeless and hungry. (Scout), who was a child growing up in Alabama 
In 1934, the lx.-:1rcndown Braddock was in the 1930s.1hescqucl picks up years larcrwhcn 
given a courtt.-sy fight against the highly Scout, now in her twenties, returns home from 
rcrognizcdJohnGriffin.ForCriffin,thiswas living in New York. 
simply a warm-up match,.and it shouldn't 1his peculiar title comes from Biblical scrip-
have been a problem to best a washed up, rurc Isaiah 21 :6, "For thus hath the Lord said 
beat up old fighter. I don't know if it was unto me, 'Go, set a watchman, let him declare 
because Braddock realizt:d the gravity of what he seeth."' 
even getting the chance 10 fight again, or if The novel's main theme is the disillusiorunent 
it was God himself pulling the same move of Scout's entire world, and the title alludes to 
that he did with Samson,butvihcn tharbcU Scout's ide-.t that her father is the perfect idea 
rung for the third round to start, Braddock of humanity. 
knocked Griffin on his back- out cold. 1 was 12 years old when I read KTo Kill a 
this instant beacon of dignity and respect that 
shined order and refinement in a \VOrkl of unruly 
behavior. Scout, much like me, had the idea that 
her futher was a perfect specimen offaimess and 
justice in a world full of hatred and bigotry. We 
were both shaped by the teachings of Atticus 
Finch and used him as a prime example of how 
ro behave in the midst of sm.iggle. Whenever any 
social issue presented itself, I would ask myself, 
what would Atticus do? I would remember 
his lessons to Scout on how to treat everyone 
with kindness and compassion whenever I 
had disagreements with another person. I used 
his character as a moral compass as he led me 
through the long journey of discovering what 
is right from wrong and how to react when we 
know something is wrong or unf.Ur. 
When 1 heard of Lee's second novel, I was 
shocked to hear so many people complaining 
about Atticus' charncter. After a quick trip to 
the booksrore, I was ready to prove them wrong. 
However, I soon realized that their complaints 
were truthful, no matter how earth-shattering 
th<.-y seemed.My hero was wunasked as the very 
thing he kept me from becoming all these years. 
1n this novel, Lee reveals Atticus to be a 
racist and a bigot. H e is seen throughout the 
book in meetings introducing a speaker with 
a racist agenda. He also has in his possession 
a pamphlet that calls colored people the "new 
Black Plague" and he speaks on how colored 
people are not ready for full city rights. Scouc 
now secs her town, her father and her boyfriend 
in a whole new light. She understanill the world 
is no1 the same as when she \VAS a child, and that 
everything is not so simple. Scout witnessed her 
father partaking in and preaching things tha1 
stand against everything he had ever taught her. 
Not all is lost, however, after Scout stands up 
for what she believes to be right, Attieus praises 
her for defending and fighting for her beliefs. 
But where does this leave me? How do I go 
on behaving the way I do, when the model 1 
fullow has been changt:d? Do] just throw away 
Atticus Finch as a anti-hero or do l continue to 
learn from him?1his transformation shows me 
how fine tht: line is between right and wrong. 
If Atticus Finch, the great moral compass, can 
fall off the w.1gon, how am I going to stay on 
the straight and narrow? 
Just because he was unmasked doesn't mean 
I cannot continue to look at my original idea of 
Atticus as inspiration. I do not blame this book 
for ruining my childhood hero, but, I am thankful 
to this book for showing me that simply being 
the image of something is not enough. I have to 
put my beliefs into actions and be 100 percent 
dedicated to being 1he person l want to be. "Go 
Set a Watchman" may not have been the great 
continuation novel I was hoping for, but it did 
continue to use its be1oved charncrers to teach 
me about myself and my behavior. 
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Adv;mcing, Braddock got a fight with Mockingbin:r forthe fust time and Atticus Finch, 
John H enry Lewis, the top pick for light Scout's futher, instantly enamored me. He was 
heavyweight champion. Braddock, still 
mutivatednottolose,droppcdhim aswell . •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'"'~~:'.';:.'.:~~";;'!~:~1;"L~;;, Interested in writing a guest column? 
"'""ghimmuh'"""""''bro"'""""· Contact Joshua Johnson a t jjohnson4@harding.edu. 
Braddockwas thengiven theopJX>rtunityto -----------------------------------· fight the World H ea yweight Champion,
Max Baer. 
1l1e 6T monster of a man laughed al the 
idea of fighting a down-and-out old boxer 
like Braddock, and he hardly trained for the 
match. Bmddoc.k,howl.-ver, trained as though 
every second of the match would count. 
''I'm training for a fight, not a boxing 
contest or a clownin' contest or a dance,K 
Bmddocksaid "Whether it goes one round 
or three rounds or ten rounds, it v..nll be a 
fight and a fight all the way. When you've 
been through what l've had to face in the 
last r.vo years, a Max Baer or a Bengal tiger 
looks like a house pe1. He might come at 
me \vith a cannon and a blackjack and he 
would still be a picnic compared to wha1 
I've had tofacc.K 
Braddock had fought through the lowest 
oflows and refused to allow mockery to hurt 
his pride. Baer coa.xt.xl the crowd of30,000 
people to tease the Irish man. 
The match began, and round after 
round, Braddock refused to go down. He 
took several hi1s,butw'.tSsaid to have never 
stopped hiuing back. ln the end, whal 
caused Braddock to win the figh1 wasn'c 
his strength, it wasn't che fact that he wore 
Baer our - he outlasred him. This match 
is regarded as one of the most astounding 
upsets in boxing history. 
JamesJ. Braddock \11'".tS never too down to 
not look for 1hc comcback. lt has been said 
that people change in coUegc, sometimes 
for the worse. \\!hen they do, some will 
dismiss the people who change as failures. 
Tf you are one of those who have hit rock 
bottom, don't ever think it's too late for a 
comeback. 
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Blockbuster 3: 
Rise of the Board Games 
I 've never actually sai in on a H ollywood film studio meeting - where executives 
decide which projccts to fund and which to 
bury-but I imagine a typical conversation 
goes like this: 
Producer Bill: We need another movie. 
VVhat made money last year? 
Producer Ted: "H otel T ransylvania 2.K 
Producer Bill: What say we make it a 
trilogy? 
Producer Ted: It worked with ~Beverly 
H ills Chihuahua 3- Viva La Fiesta." 
Pnxluccr Bill: Great. Sec if Adam Sandler 
is still available. 
Producer Ted: /ue you kidding? lf we 
made a sequel to the tax code, Sand ler 
would do it. 
Yes, we all know that film studios take 
what works and duplicate it ad nauscum. 
I can think of no other explanation for the 
announccmcn1 from Lionsgate this past 
summer ofaM onopoly - The M ovie," 
coming soon to a Sl Rcdbox near you. Since 
"The Lego Movie" grossed more than S468 
million in 2014, film-goers should brace 
themselves for an onslaugh t of board game 
superheroes on the silver screen . 
Created 80)t:ars ago, Monopoly is ofcowse 
an American icon. Based on an even older 
free-enterprise game, the Parker Brothers 
favorite was the ultimate fantasy during the 
Great Depression. With a handful off.i.ke 
money and a lucky roll of 1he dice, even 
folks in the bread lines could pretend to 
be John D . Rockefeller, trading properties, 
collecting rent and living the high life in a 
red plastic hotel on Park Place. 
mic hael 
claxton 
M onopoly taught generations of kids 
how to save, 10 invest and to oppress their 
fellow players with high rents and fees. It 
was a game best played by children wearing 
three-piece suits and smoking H avana 
cigars. I even have a picture of myself as a 
land baron circa 1984, moving a little silver 
top hat down Baltic Avenue, with my eight 
property deeds neatly lined in a row. 
But M onopoly may be too complicated 
for coday's kids. In 2005, H asbro replaced 
the paper money with an electronic banking 
system that accepted credit, assuming that 
children no longer knew how to counr 
cash. Next they introduced a "speed-d ice" 
edition, since kids no longer had sufficient 
attention spans for a full game. In 2008, 
the latest version of M onopoly hit the 
shelves, muhiplying all figures in the game 
by 10,000, so that players now receive S2 
million just for passing "Go. HSurely 1his was 
done 10 impress today's overpaid children, 
who won't make up their beds for less than 
five dollars and a fudge cookie. 
Now, I seriously doubt kids will even 
play the board game much longer. 
Johnny: Hey, you wanna play Monopoly? 
Billy: No, thanks - I saw the movie. 
Even worse, this trend can only bode 
poorly for the near future at the box 
office, as one board game after the next 
will become a summer blockbuster. For-
tunately, some of them have already been 
done: Candyland (aka "Willy Wonk.a and 
the Chocolate Factory~). rusk ("Viva Las 
Vegas") and Trivial Pursuit ("The Man 
Who Knew Too Much"). W e've even 
had fea ture fi lms named "Clue,""Lifc," 
"BattleshipH and "Twister. H 
But that leaves an awfol lot of potential 
board game movies. Paramount is now 
filming one that tells the haunting story 
of a former "Happy Daysn character who 
moves IO Italy to get away from the tabloid 
photographers, only to befriend one over a 
game of dice.1l1e working ride is "Gratzi: 
Potsie Plays Yaht'.tee with the Paparazzi." 
And even worse - think of the decades 
of board-game-movie sequels: Picrionary 
2, Boggle Strikes Back, Another Ou1burst, 
Still Sorry, Connect Five, Even H ungrier 
Hippos, Uno Dos and Operation 3; ' lhe 
Search for a Gall Bladder. 
Terrible as all that may sou nd, ii's go1 
to be better than watching Iron Man and 
friends get old and have back trouble 
while they defend the retirement home in 
"Avengers 10: The Age ofUltram." 
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Sal ley 
Says 
Ode 
to the 
HBC 
] remember where I was 
when I found out it was 
happening. I was just rolling 
out of bed, half awake and 
dread ing another day of 
fifth gr.1de, when I heard my 
Dad on the phone with my 
grandfather. "We got h im,~ 
he said. "We got Spurrier." 
Eleven years later, it was 
surreal watching the "Ole 
B:i.11 Coach~call it quits. In a 
lot of ways, Steve and I grew 
up together. We screamed at 
Stephen Garcia together, we 
made fun ofDabo Swinney 
together and we cried together 
when Marcu s Lattimore 
went down. Every Sarurday 
for the last 10 years, there 
he's been on my TV, like a 
mad distantly-related uncle, 
throwing a visor, or benching 
a quarterback Or telling a 
reporter at halftime that we 
~gotta throw the ball a linle 
better and so forth .~ I don't 
remember football without 
him. None of us do. 
Whether you're a Game-
cock or a Gator, a I-fog o r a 
Longhorn, a hated Tiger or 
a "Oawgn as he would say, 
you've got a soft spot some-
where for Steve Spurrier. He 
may have torched your team 
or you torched his (probably 
more of the latter the last 
few years), but at the end of 
the day you had to give him 
credit for being memorable. 
Who will ever forget MFree 
Shoes Universiry?"Or"you 
can't spell Citrus without 
U-T?" While his jabs are a 
thing of legend, he would 
also gh'C you moments where 
you were reminded of his 
greatness. I'll never forger 
goi ng to the Arkansas vs. 
South Carolina game in 
Fayetteville my sophomore 
year of col lege. It was a 
blowout, and at halftime an 
Arkansas man came up ro 
me in my Gamecock attire, 
shook my hand and simply 
said, "You have the best coach 
in the country. Enjoy it." I 
certainly have. 
I could write all day about 
how the J-IBC changed the 
face of our program and how 
nothing will ever compare 
to those first years of glory, 
when we realized that we 
could play with the best. 
But even 1hose 1hings, as 
near and dea r to my heart 
as they are, aren't what 
I'll miss mOst about Steve 
Spurrier. No, what I'll miss 
most arc his weird quirks; his 
personality of befriending 
eve ryone around him; his 
one-of-a-kind 'Tm going to 
tell you the truth whether it's 
good or bad" interviews; but 
most of all, I will miss his 
spirit that believed anything 
was possible which led him 
to take a crummy job at a 
crummy football school 11 
years ago, because he believed 
he couJd make them \vinncrs. 
H ere's to you, Steve. 
lbanks for the memories. 
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BRITINEY GARRINGER J THE BISON 
Bisons sophomore running back Zach Shelley stiff anns a Henderson State University defender during the Bisons 22-17 loss last 
Saturday night, Oct 10. The Bisons play Southeastern Oklahoma State University tomorrow at 2 p.m in Weatherford, Oklahoma. 
Bisons fall to Henderson, remain confident 
D espite two straight losses, Bisons' hope for GAC title remains alive 
By David Salley pcrfcc1 football game, and the least. J'm disappointed but to put the loss behind us would be easy for us to listen 
Sports Editor we didn't do it." that we lost, but I'm not and keep pushing fo rward," to all the negative stuff, but 
Despite back-to-back For the second straight discouraged. We don't have Shelley said. " In order for we just have to try to go out 
heartbreaking losses, the week, the Bisons fell flat time to be discouraged when us to win our we have IO and win these next five games, 
Bisons football team has in the fourth quarter after you look at the conference pay more attention to detail, because that's really all that 
not lost fai th in themselves holding the lead in the final race, because we're still in it." especially on the offe nsive matters. We don't dwell on 
or in their ability to win the minutes. It V."aS another bitter Although they have Jo,.1 side of the ball. The triple losses-we can't. There arc too 
Great American Conference ending to a game they felt their last two games, the option is a very dctail-ori- many games in the season, 
(GAC)title. was with in their grasp, but Bisons still sit in a four- entcd offense, so once we and if we were to dwell on 
~We're just a few plays Huckeba said that he still way tic for second place in understand that we will be them we would just end up 
away from being 6-0 and believes in his squad and that the conference at 4-2, one 10 times better. Our effort making more mistakes. We 
probably ranked as one of there is no time for them game behind Arkansas Tech is fantastic, but we need to have to learn from it. It 's 
the top teams in the country, to get down on themselves. University and Henderson execute better. not how many times you 
but the reality is we're not," "We need to gel better State University who an: Junior defensive end Mad- get knocked down, but how 
head coach Ronnie H uckeba fundamentally in every phase tied for first place at 5-1 in ison Firmin agreed with his many times you get back up 
said. "Both of these games of the game, but I have not lost the GAC. lhe Bisons' goals teammate, and said that that matters." 
(Ouachita Baptist Univer- faith in th is tearn,"Huckcba arc right in front of them, now it is imporrant 10 not The Bisons will look to get 
sity and Henderson State said. MRegardless of chc mis- and sophomore running think negatively, but get to back on track this Sarurday 
University) were extremely takes, they played tht:ir ta ils back Zach Shelley said that work instead. on the road against South-
close and one or two plays off and competed at a very at this point, it is all about "We just have to get back eastern Oklahoma State 
were the difference. We high level. I'm very proud of execution. to the basics and do what University. Kickoff is at 2 
needed to play a close to them, I'm not discouraged in "We don't have a choice we do best," Firmin said." It p.m. in Durant, Oklahoma. 
Lady Bisons' winning streak continues 
By Caleb Rowan 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The Lady Bisons soccer 
team continued its successful 
season with a 3-0 win over 
East Central University 
(ECU) on Oc1. 10, behind 
a hat trick from freshman 
midfielder Bethany Suther-
land. The squad, led by six 
seniors, is tied for 1st in the 
Great American Conference 
(GAC) and has not lost 
since Sept. 6. 
Senior midfielder Audrey 
Adkison sai d the recent 
streak of success has been 
exciting and satisfying after 
the work they have put in. 
"This summer, everyone 
came in ready to go and 
we had a great preseason," 
Adkison said. "We have a lot 
of experience, we have great 
freshmen, and everything 
has come together. " 
Senior defender La rkin 
H atcher said she attributes 
the te am's success to its 
selfless mentality and desire 
to win . 
~I think it's our attitudes 
more than anything," H atchcr 
said . "The team wants to 
win and wants to play for 
each other, and the last few 
years we have not always 
had tha1." 
The group of six seniors, 
which, along with Hatcher 
and Adki so n, includes 
goalkeeper Kaitlyn Miller, 
defender Ellie Buttram, and 
midfield ers Ashley Samp-
son and M elissa Minnich, 
has not won a GAC regular 
season or tournament title 
in its tenure. Hatcher sa id 
she thinks this is the year 
that will change. 
"We have already reached 
the goals we set for the 
season, and we're only half-
way through conference," 
Hatcher said. Mlt's a great 
feeling knowing that we've 
worked so hard, and it's 
finally our year to actually 
produce some results ." 
Adkison said she knows 
how important it is to keep 
improving through the 
final stretch of the season, 
which features a home game 
agains t GAC co- leader 
Sou thwestern Oklahoma 
State University. 
MWc have to work every 
practice to improve, because 
teams are going to come at 
us harde r the second time 
around," Adki son said. 
"H opefully we will keep 
it up and peak at the right 
time." 
TI1e Lady Bisons look to 
extend their streak on Oct. 
17,at 1 p.m.against South- BRITTNEY GARRINGER ITHE BISON 
cm Nazarene University in Senior defender Larkin Hatcher dribbles the ball upfield during the Lady Bi-
Bethany, Oklahoma. sons 3-1 win over Ouachita Baptist University on Tuesday, Oct. 6 , at home. 
Cheerleading hires ASU student as new coach 
By Rachel Brackins 
Head Copy Editor 
Twenty-one-year-old 
Michael Canty is a junior 
spam> management major at 
Arkansas State University, 
a member of the National 
Cheerleading Association 
(NCA) and the new coach 
for Harding's chccrlcading 
squad. 
According to senior 
captain Savannah Jackson, 
the previous coach moved 
to Texas after the2013-14 
season, leaving the squad 
without a coach for the 
next year. After conquer-
ing a year on its own, the 
squad decided it needed 
leadership.Jackwn said the 
rerun spoke to their sponsor, 
Kellee Blickenstaff, and 
she put out word to the 
NCA. Canty responded 
and began his job as the 
head chcerlcading coach 
at the beginning of the 
2015 school year. 
Once a week, Canty 
makes the hour-and-a-half 
drive from Jonesboro, Ar-
kansas, co join the women 
for practice. Despite being 
the same age as some of 
the members of the squad, 
Canty said he fccls respected 
as a leader. 
"l t's nothing like l 
thought it was going to be," 
Canty said."] \v:tS nervous 
that 1 would come in and 
way. They have all been 
open and willing to listen 
to what 1 have to say." 
Jackson said she was 
uncertain how to feel when 
she heard that a male had 
been hired for the job, but 
she said that she is glad she 
gave him a chance. 
~1 wasn't sure what to 
think about it when Kellee 
(Blickenstaff) hired him, 
because I've coached with 
guy cheerleaders at my gym 
back at home, and some of 
them are crazy," Jackson 
said.1 was thinking, 'How 
is he going to know what to 
do with an all -girl squad?' 
T was worried what he was 
going to think about us, but 
he came in and didn't judge 
us. He came in and said 
'I want ro work with you 
and pull out the potential 
you have."' 
Jackson said Canty 
pushes the squad to reach 
its full potential. As they 
transition to becoming a 
more competitive team, 
Canty is teaching them 
routines that look more 
oollcgiate rather than stunts 
done at the high-school 
level, according to Jackson. 
"Usually practice kind 
of slows down after 
Midnight Madness and 
Homecom ing, but he's 
got more material for us to 
learn,"Jackson said. "He's 
they would just think gotnewcheers,newsnmts; 
cause we aren't just going 
over the seven or eight 
pyramids and just leaving. 
He's got challenges for us 
and new things for us to 
tackle as a squad." 
Freshman Ellie Arnett 
agreed with Jackson and 
said she is thankful for 
Canty's willingness to 
present chal1enges . 
"He's hard on us, but it's 
because he knows we can 
do it," Arnett said. "He's 
good '1>out puffiing us until 
we get it right because he 
believes we can do it. He's 
confident in who we are 
and what we can do." 
Canty said his goal is 
to help the cheer program 
as a whole become more 
competitive. He said he 
understands the challenges 
of integrating an elite 
chcerleading program 
with a private institution, 
but that he secs the po-
tential and wants to see 
it improve. 
"Every week we get 
better and better," Canty 
EMILY EASON I THE BISON 'Docs he really know what he's constantly bringing in 
New cheer c oach Micha el Ca nty drives an ho ur a nd a half once a week to he's talking about?' Bur it new stuff. That has kept 
be at practice. Canty is a s tudent at Arkansas State Unive rs ity in Jones boro. definitely hasn't been that practices interesting be-
said. " I sec more mental 
toughness from the girls as 
well as physical toughness. 
They are really responding 
and they want to help me 
take this program to the 
next level. I really don't 
feel like its all me.It's all 
the girls. Everything I tell 
them, they are putting it 
into action. So I'm just 
telling them what to do; 
I give all of the credit to 
them." 
C ross-C o un try wins again at Ozarks Invitational 
By Caleb Rowan 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The men's and worn-
en's cross country teams 
wrapped up the regular 
season in style at the 
University of the Ozarks 
Invitational in Clarksville, 
Arkansas on Oct. IO, both 
earning easy wins. 
The men's team, led 
by junior Russell Chase, 
swept the top four and 
placed five runners in 
the top seven . Freshman 
Camden Barrett finished 
2nd, followed by junior 
Lucas Goodspeed and 
freshman Larry Lopez. 
Barrett, who earlier this 
season became the first 
freshman Bison to win 
a meet since 2008, said 
he felt good about how 
well the team executed. 
"We wanted to run 
together as a pack for as 
long as we could and then 
on the last mile crank it," 
Barrett said. "We tried 
to give (Chase) the op-
portuniry to win and we 
executed that perfccdy." 
As a freshman, Barrett 
has already been named 
Great American Con-
ference (GAC) Runner 
of the Weck and has not 
finished below 3rd among 
Bison runners in any meet. 
He said his biggest key so 
far has been hard work. 
MComing to college, I 
didn't really know what 
to expect because it was 
totally different, but the 
same thing still applies; 
hard work," Barrett said. 
"The coaches and the 
team have done a great 
job of pushing me to be 
successful, but hard work 
is the main thing." 
Senior Tammy Kim led 
the women's team, who 
also placed five runners 
in the top 10. According 
to Kim, the team came 
in knowing it was going 
to be a small meet, and 
that they\vould have a 
good shot to win. 
"We wanted to do our 
best to stay together and 
win it," Kim said. "We 
had a good group of girls 
toward the front that ran 
hard." 
According to Kim, she 
and sophomo re Kirstie 
Smith, who both finished 
in the top 5, worked hard 
co stay together and were 
able to push each other 
throughout the race. 
Having finished the 
regular season, both competitive it will be." 
teams now direct their According to Barrett, 
focus towards the GAC the men have high aspi-
Championship, which rations for the postseason 
will take place Oct. 24, at as they seek to return to 
the University of Arkansas the Division IT National 
at Monticello. Kim said Championship for the 
the Lady Bisons have first time since 2010. 
specific goals heading However, Barrett sa id 
in to the conference they want to take it one 
championship. step at a time. 
"Forconfercncewcare "Right now we want 
focusing on Oklahoma to focus on going to 
Baptist University be- conference and winning, 
cause we were able to see and then we hopefully we 
them at the Chili Pepper will be able to finish top 
Festival," Kim said. "They J at regionals," Barrett 
were able to beat us and said. "After that, we can 
now we're aware of how worry about nationals." 
Russell Chase Belle Blickenstaff Ryan Williamson Zoe Hardin Sara Smith 
Volleyball 
Our Athletes' Views 
on Pop Culture 
uestions 
Which Bible character 
do you wish you could 
meet? 
Favorite Disney movie? 
How do you feel about 
McDoanld 's all-day 
breakfast? 
Favorite pair of shoes? 
Cross Country Cheerleader Golf Volleyball 
~ ., 
Joshua. Esther. Adam. Noah. 
Star Wars 7. Beauty and Tarzan. Finding Nemo. 
the Beast. 
Good. Their I was actually heading 
breakfast beats to McDonald's to I feel fan tastic l'mlovin'it. 
anything else they get breakfast right now about it. 
serve. 
if that tells you 
anything! 
Sketchers My Asics. Nike Air Max 
Anything that 
Go Runs. Tavas. comes in my 
size. 
Esther. 
Finding Nemo. 
I could eat 
breakfast anytime! 
Birkenstocks. 
Black dot brings domestic violence awareness 
Victims reach out for help with subtle sign, public advocates through social media 
By Chris Connell 
Asst. Web Editor 
111c Black Dot Campaign has been featured 
on social media to raise awareness and help 
victims of domestic violence. 
If a victim wishes to participate, they 
draw a black dot on the palm of their hand 
and it will tell those around them that they 
need help. The founder of the movement is 
a former victim of domestic violence who 
wishes to help others escape their situations, 
according to an article by the Huffington Post. 
While the movement has had success 
raising awareness and has exceeded expecta-
tions, many critics have pointed out a major 
flaw with the campaign. Since information 
about the movement is easily accessible 
onlinc, perpetrators of domestic violence 
can quickly figure out what the black dot 
means and might take more serious or lethal 
actions against their victims, according to 
1he Daily Dot. 
Kathy Helpenstill, assistant professor of 
behavioral science, said it is a double-edged 
sword when it comes to helping victims. 
when someone is spotted with a black dot. 
The mindset is that friends and family will 
see the dot and be able to provide assistance. 
H owever, most friends and family will not 
be qualified to know how to respond in an 
appropriate manner. 
"I think that there is a very small per-
centage of people that have the training or 
understanding of the delicateness of the 
siruation to know how to help that person 
safely and not make itworse,"Helpensti.11 said. 
Domestic violence made national news 
in September 2014 when a video released by 
TMZ revealed pro-football player Ray Rice 
brutally attacking his fiancCe in an elevator. 
According to The Huffington Post, the initial 
outcry heavily criticized the fiancCc and 
blamed her for staying in the relationship. 
This sparked #whylstayed, an outcry from 
women who posted stories on social media 
showing how complicated it can be to escape 
domestic violence. 
AMANDA FLOYD j BISON 
Participants of the Black Dot Campaign draw a black dot on their palm to 
represent being a victim of domestic violence. The campaign was started 
by a victim on Facebook in late September, according to ABC Action News. 
"It could be just as dangerous as coming 
forw·.utl and beingoutspoken,"Helpcnstill said. 
Another problem with the movement 
is the lack of plan concerning what to do 
According to the National Coalition 
Against Domestic Violence, a woman is 
assaulted or beaten every nine second in the 
U.S. and over 20,000 phone calls are made 
to domestic violence hotlines nationwide. 
For more information about domestic 
violence and how to help, visil ncadv.org. 
Scholars program Science professor contributes 
sponsors students to education, experience and 1.8 
continue education million in 45 years of teaching 
McNair Scholars provides students 
with higher learning scholarship 
By Dane Roper 
Class Writer 
Since 2003, the McNair Scholars Program has helped 
students achieve their goals of pursuing graduate and doctoral 
degrees. It is a government-funded program that supparts 
income-qualified, minority group and first generation 
college students. 
~The aim of the program is to get these students inter-
ested in, prepared for and going to graduate school, and 
hopefully to getting a Ph.D.," Linda Thompson, director 
of the McNair Scholars Program, said. 
The McNair program offers a number· of seminars and 
conferences to better equip and prepare its participants for 
graduate-level applications and studies. The Mc Nair program 
helped expand senior Kevin Naceanceno's interest in higher 
education when he joined the program as a sophomore . 
"McNair is really good because it helps you start thinking 
about the next step early," Naceanceno said. "I wanted to 
be a high school teacher, and that was it. I don't have very 
many people in my family that have gone into the higher 
IL-vcls of education, so l thought a bachelor's degree is where 
the road ends. McNair, however, really helps me see the 
possibilities that are out there.~ 
The program also provides students with the opporru-
nity to participate in a paid summer research internships. 
McNair scholars choose a research topic and are paired 
with a mentor in their field of study. 
We're trying to be the first team to put a 
satellite into orbit from Arkansas. We're hoping 
to put a whole feet of sate lites ( into orbit). 
-Dr. Ed Wilson 
Professor of Chemistry 
Naceanceno conducted his research internship at Baylor 
College ofMedicine in Houston, Texas. Naceanceno was 
on a research team that sought to develop vaccines for 
neglected tropical diseases. 
"When you do a research project, you work side by side 
with people that have the degree that you"re seeking and 
you have the people that are doing the type of work that 
you w:mt to do,"Naceanceno said. ~1 think it's an informing 
process. When you're informed, you're able to feel more 
confident about what you want to do because you have a 
clearer picture." 
Thompson said she sees a confidence that develops in 
the srudents as they learn how to research and prepare for 
graduate school. Tessa Zuniga, a senior psychology major, 
attributes her interest in research as a career to the confidence 
she gained through the McNair program. 
"1 hated research-I didn't even want to think about 
research-but now I see research as an opportunity to share 
your passion and take that knowledge and tell others where 
you want to go from there," Zuniga said. 
Every year the McNair Scholars Program sponsors a 
minimum of27 students. All eligible applicants arc contacted 
by email and are encouraged to apply for the program. 
"McNair has made it so much easier to apply to grad 
schools, and they've taught us how to really interact with 
grad school faculty, so we've been able to practice that 
throughout our time at Harding,~ Zuniga said. "McNair 
~as been a part of my Harding experience, it's shaped where 
I'm going for grad school, and so I'm glad I entered it when 
lfirstcamehere." 
By Phoebe Cunningham 
Asst. Copy Editor 
After 45 years of teaching, Dr. Ed 
Wilson, professor of chem istry, has 
created a lasting legacy in the college 
of sciences. 
To date, Wilson has secured approx-
imately Sl.8 million in grants for the 
science department over the past 25 
years from NASA, the National Space 
Grant Program, the National Institute 
of I lcalth, the American Chemical 
Society and the National Science 
Foundation. The financial backing from 
such institutions and organizations has 
funded numerous projects and scientific 
purchases for Wilson and his student 
research teams. 
We're trying to be the first 
team to put a satellite into 
orbit from Arkansas. We're 
hoping to put a whole feet of 
satelites (int o orbit). 
-Dr. Ed Wilson 
Professor of Chemistry 
Wilson and his srudents are working 
on aparmershipwith University of Ar-
kansas in Fayetteville to srudy the lakes 
on Saturn's second largest moon, Titan 
for one of the many grant-supported 
projects. They use a Mars Simulation 
Chamber to reproduce any atmosphere 
in the solar system to srudy the effects 
of different materi\llS and gases. 
Along building robots for research 
on Mars and a solar spectrograph for 
studying the sun,one recent project the 
team has been working on is developing 
a set of orbit-ready satellites. 
"We're trying to be the first team to 
put a satellite into orbit &om Arkansas," 
Wilson said. "We're hoping to put a 
whole fleet of satellites {into orbit)." 
Nthough the money has been used 
for various projects and equipment 
over the years, a majority of the grant 
fu nding has gone to scholarships for 
srudents, according to Wilson. Wilson's . 
passion for research and the students 
he works with is apparent; he said 
that some summers he works for free 
because he loves it. 
Wil so n graduated from No rth 
Kingston Township High School in 
Wickford,Rhode Island, although he did 
not grow up there. \Vi th a father in the 
military, Wilson attended 13 different 
schools in 12 years. From two weeks 
to two years, Wilson lived in multiple 
locations from New England to H awaii 
and even a stint at the Panama Canal. 
After high school, Wilson obtained 
his undergraduate degree in chemistry 
from Auburn University then continued 
to rhc University of Alabama for his 
doctorate in physical chemistry. Along 
with his focus in physical chemistry, 
Wilson studied chemistry and or-
ganic chemistry as minors during his 
doctoral stud ies. Before coming to 
work for Harding, Wilson spent two 
years at the University of Virgin ia in 
a post-graduate fellowship program. 
He said the variery of chemistry he 
srudied in his graduate programs has 
benefited his teaching career. 
"I had to have a broad background (in 
chemistry) to be a good teacher,"Wilson 
said. "Although I didn't appreciate it 
at the time." 
Wilson has been teaching physical 
science, physical chemistry and inor-
ganic chemistry classes since arriving 
on campus in 1970. Wilson said he 
was originally hesitant to teach at a 
small private institution because of 
his colleagues' experience with smaller 
universities and colleges. 
"I was worried about the quality of 
students because of what my friends 
had told me," Wilson said. "(But) I 
would put the students of Harding up 
against anybody. We have one of the 
best student bodies in the U.S." 
Wtlsonfindsfulfilhnentinhisrescarch 
and class time with students as well as 
his time spent outside of the classroom. 
"I've gotten a lot of satisfaction in 
working with srudents and taking them 
on trips,"Wilson said. "We've visited 
virtually every NASA facility &om the 
West co a St to the East coast." 
Along with NASA facility tours, 
Wilson takes students to the Arkansas 
University Research Conference, the 
Arkansas Space Grant Symposium, the 
Arkansas Academy of Scicocc conference, 
in which he holds the vice presidency, 
as well as national conferences. 
Wilson said when he first came to 
Harding he never had plans to leave, 
and that decision to stay has contrib-
uted to the careers of science majors 
for 45 years. Wilson's legacy is one to 
be praised, admired and mimicked. 
Just another day with parasites 
Biology department offers speical topic parasitology course 
By Sara Denney 
Student Writer 
Para sites, camel dung, 
and the worms from Dr. 
Bruce McLarty's yard are 
key subjects in the parasi-
tology class taught by Steve 
Cooper, associate professor 
of biology, and Dr. Steve 
Moore, professor of biology. 
Nincstudemsarecurrently 
enrolled in the four-credit 
hour special topics class. This 
is the second time this class 
has been taught in the history 
of rhe university, with the 
first time being seven years 
ago, according to Moore. 
"Mostofthcparasitesare 
in poop ... tissue samples, 
blood,md poop, "Coopmrud. 
Junior Kinsey Baker, biol-
ogy major and srudent in the 
parasitology class, attended 
a trip to the Little Rock Zoo 
with the class. She said the 
zoo veterinarian collected 
samples from animals like 
komodo dragons, monkeys 
and 7.Cbras that were given to 
the class to be studied later. 
The class also took a trip 
to the Arkansas Department 
of Health, which introduced 
the students to the process of 
identification when dealing 
specifically with humans and 
infection control, according 
to Moore. 
Ano1her hands-on project 
the students participated in 
was digging up earthworms 
to dissect in the lab. The 
students were encouraged to 
dig in the grassiest, muddiest 
place they could find in search 
of the largest earthworms, 
according to Baker. 
"We found the best dirt in 
Dr. Mc Larry's yard,~ Baker 
said. "He walked up and we 
were really embarrassed, but 
he was a good sport about it." 
Moore said the students 
found parasites in the wonns 
from Melany's yard. 
Bak.er said she wants to 
use her biology degree as a 
steppingstone to become a 
veterinarian. 
"With animals come par-
asites,"Baker said. "I know 1 
am going to sec them in my 
vet profession, and I want-
ed to get a head start with 
identifying parasites." 
Baker said the class could 
benefit students in health 
and mission fields as weU as 
biokigy because a high number 
of people have parasites. 
"h's been a good class," 
Moore said. "It has opened 
their eyes to the microscopic 
world that's out there and 
the harm that they do, not 
only to us, but to so many 
other species on the earth." 
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Halloween Whopper 
not-so-spooky, dry 
By Hunter Beck 
Head Web Editor 
I remember the first time I applied to work for ll1e 
Bison ... an cager, hopeful freshman applying for a po-
sition for which I was far under-qualified. I remember 
filling our applications and arrcnding interviews wi1h 
no avail. T remember when I finally got a position with 
the newspaper as a beat reporter, and 1 could not have 
been more excited. 
I think every journalist carries dreams of breaking 
the big stories. Whether it's Ernest Hemingway writ-
ing of his time as a soldier in the Spanish Civil War 
or Edward R. Murrow prompting the decline of Sen. 
Joseph McCarthy, every reporter waits for his moment 
to change the world. 
As a fifth-year senior, well established in my place on 
=====~ 
staff as the head web editor, I never imagined I would be Courtesy of No-Mons-Sky.com 
askcdtorcview a black- bun'd,Al -b lastcdburgcr from G t d t I th di ~u~=~ef(j;;·c~~;:~;.~~;l:s~a~~eerb~~;~oJrct~:;~I~!::, e rea y 0 exp ore e en ess 
th"'•th''"Y ;,;, fM• young«poctot. un1·verse 1·n 'No Man's Sky' From the moment 1 unfolded the wrapper, I knew the 
Al I lalloween Whopper would be a culinary experience 
unlike any o the r. I knew, of course, that the principle 
distinction of this Hallo ween-themed burger was the 
black bun, but I could not have visualized a bun so dark. 
Imagine if you d ipped a bun into a vat of black ink, 
pulled it out and then put a patty between the bun. To 
say the least, I was unnerved. 
As I took my first bite, my taste buds were overw-helmed 
by Al sauce, which is apparently baked into th e bun as 
well as s lathered over the patty. As I continued, the A l 
overload subsided, and I could tas te t he acrua1 burger. 
I have to say, I'm pretty sure it tasted just like a normal 
Whopper. I don't think I've had a W hopper in quite 
some time, but this wasn't anything special. 
The biggest difference was in the bun, beyo.nd just 
the sh ade. The bun was very dry, increasingly so with 
each bite I took. I suppose this is a side effect of the 
pound o f dye th ey must have injected mto the bun like 
a steroid, but I thought i t was quite unpleasant. A s I ate 
past the edge of the bun, the inside looked even more 
disguising . It 's like 1 could ~c:e every molecule of the 
b read, accented by faint wisps of white. 
By Julie Anne White 
News Editor 
Upcoming indie videog2111c 
"No Man's Sky" gives players 
a chancetomaketheirmark 
on entire galaxies. 
The premise of the game 
is to explore planets and dis-
cover new species of wildlife, 
batrling aggressive creatures 
or fellow star travelers. This 
might seem like a fairly 
standard sci· fi game, but 
"No Man's Sk( has a catch. 
Due to mathematical coding 
designed by the game"s creator, 
Sean Murray, there are over 
18 quintillion planets that 
are continuously generating 
content. The universe that 
players interact with is actually 
infinite. 
"No Man's Sky" is a first 
person survival game. Ac-
cording to the MNo Man's 
Sky" official website, players 
can interact with the game 
in a wide variety of ways, 
including discovering and 
naming new creatures; up-
loading information about 
each planet to a game-wide 
database called the Atlas; 
harvesting natural resources 
to earn money; battling un-
friendly creatures on hostile 
planets; and warding off space 
pirates (or joining their ranks 
and pillaging other ships). 
P layers start with the 
most benign planets on the 
outermost edge of the uni-
verse and work towards the 
~-ery center as planets become 
increasingly more dangerous. 
Completing enough objectives 
on each planet :1.nd eventually 
reaching the center of the 
universe is the ultimate goal 
of the game, but Murray is 
very elusive about what awaits 
in its depths. 
Because all of the game 
content is generated procc-
durally, according: to Murray 
there arc no loading wait times 
anywhere in the game. E ach 
planet has its own unique 
creatures, atmosphere and 
weather system and rotates 
on an axis so that it w ill platform g:i.me called "Joe 
experience day and night at Danger," and now the team of 
different geographic locations. only 10 people :1.re designing 
The game's designers created and perfecring"No Man's Sky.~ 
their own periodic table of The game's release date has 
clements, and it is within not yet been revealed, but in a 
those re-defined parameters recent interview with Stephan 
tha1 players will interact with Colbert on "The Late Show,~ 
the natural resources on each Murray hinted that it might 
planet. Murray says all of the be coming very soon. 
planets are vast enough to An article in Forbes maga-
be explored for days on end z.incspccu.latedthattherclease 
Ships and weapons are also date will be announced at 
procedurally generated like the Paris Games Week, a massive 
planets and wildlife, so there video gaming convention on 
isplentyofvarietyin gear. Oct. 27. Some rumors even 
The mathem:i.tic equation indicate that the game will 
behind this complex system be released lo the public that 
is a biological algorithm same day. This would mean 
called the Superformula.1his Play Station-exclusive "N o 
formula emulates the diverse Man's Sky" will have the 
shapes and cun."ts that appear same release date as highly 
in nature. anticipated Xbox-exclusive 
Murray, who initially had "HaloS." 
the inspiration to utilize this "No M an's Sky" is slowly 
formula for a game setting, releasing more trailers for 
co· founded a company based the game as irs play:i.ble date 
in the United Kingdom called approaches. Until then,gamers 
Hello Games. Hello Games can only fantasize about the 
previously produced a racing universe 1hcywill explore. 
By the time 1 finished caring the H aHoween Whop-
per, I was glad to be done with it. Despite the fac t that 
it tasted like a dry \.Vhopper with too much A 1 sauce, 
there was something u nnatural about the w ho le pro-
cess. Little did 1 know that the Halloween Whopper 
experience lasts much longer than the burger itself. I f I 
can offer a vague warning to all who would decided to 
tty th•··pooky,,•dwich, ptcp,"fo''"'""'"'Pd" Chvrches releases sophomore album 
after your meal. 
7he Bison A!fultimrxlia team filmed students reHctions 
e:lfing tile new f-hUowccn Whopper. Check it out on 
the medi:1 w:1U :1t thcli11k.lwrdi11g.ed11. 
By Joshua Johnson 
Opinions Editor 
For an electronic pop tr io 
that claims to have started 
on the Internet and refers to 
themselves as an "cmo band 
in disguise," Chvrehes has 
definitely not disappointed fans 
with their sophomore album 
"Every Open Eye.~ 
For members L:i.ure n 
Mayberry, Martin Doheny 
and lain Cook, their latest 
project is a combination of their 
own winning formula, plus a 
sampling of Michael Jackson 
80s-esque R&B, according to 
an intetview with VHL 
The radio hit"Lcavc a 1hce~ 
is music:i.lly reminiscent of 
their hit single "The M other 
We Share,~ bringing back a 
similar augmented deep bass 
beat overlaid with rhythmic 
meal peroission. ComparatiwJy, 
I find the deeper tracks to be 
more original :1.nd cohesive 10 
the album's sound as a whole 
- a colorful, synthesized, 
progressiveuni\'Crse. 
In listening to Chvrchcs' 
latest release and doing some 
rcscuch into the band itself, 
1here are several things that 
have st ood out to me. So 
wi1hout further ado, here arc 
three reasons you should give 
this group a chance, if you 
haven't already. 
1.-E\.'tryOpen Eyc"is filled 
with emotional resonance. 
Techno pop music is often 
defined more by the intensity 
of the bass drop than by lyrical 
significance, and excluding 
delusional dreamers like Owl 
Ciry,Chvrchesachievesa level 
ofintimacy in their lyrics that 
seemstosurpassotherartists 
in their genre. 
In "Clearest Blue," a track 
that is ulrimatdyrepresentati\.'t 
of the album in its entirety, 
M ayberry opens up and pleads 
for undentanding. However, in 
thcclo.singsong. "Aftcrgiow,"she 
seems IO have reached a point 
of exhausted independence (I'll 
find my own way back I Back 
to the past tense I I've given 
up all I can). 
2. Chvrches is the definition 
ofindependen1 artistry. Lead 
vocalist Mayberry is 25 years 
old, and already has a law degte(, 
amaster's dcgreeinjournalis111 
and "a sense of humor about 
the futility of such assets in 
today's job market,"according 
t0Pi1chfork. 
T heir first a lbum was 
recorded in a dinky G lasgow 
basemem flat, and in staying 
true to their origins, 1he band 
~their sophomore album 
in the same location, albeit 
with slightly more expensive 
cquipmen1. 
3. Chvrches is sticking to 
!heir guns, and in a world where 
be:i.urysclls, they arc refusing 
to let the media photographers 
push the men into the back-
ground and portray M ayberry 
as the face, muse and t:i.lent 
that isChvrches. 
"\Ve wanted to establish 
(Chvrches) as a band first and 
foremost, and have 1hat base,~ 
M ayberry Said in an August 
2015 interview with Vulture 
magazine. "\.Ve\-cdone a couple 
of women's mags, but we tend 
to talk aboul feminism and 
women in 1he industry, which 
l feel more comfonable 1alking 
about. It 's a more valuable 
discussion than, 'Oh, you're a 
girl in a band, what hair con-
ditioner do you use~' ! use h:i.ir 
conditioner, and I like t:i.1king 
about it, but I don't want that 
to be the question.~ 
I daresay, in a one-hit wonder 
world, a ba.nd with this much 
team spirit will likely be in it 
for the long haul. And I look 
forward to seeing where they go. 
' T he Martian' surpasses expectation, out of this world 
By Garrett Howard 
Student Wnter 
When a violent dust storm 
threatens the Arcs 3 crew on 
M ars,botanist-n1med -astronaut 
MarkWatneyissnuckbyckbris 
andpresumablykilkd.Withthc 
rest of the crew still in danger, 
mission commander Melissa 
Lt:wis is forced to make the 
tough call and evacuate the 
planet. Unbeknownst to the 
Earthbound astronauts, Watnt.j' 
survi\'Cd, and is now alone on 
one of the most inhospitable 
places in the galaxy. 
1hirty-thrcc million miles 
away, NASA discovers that 
\Vatney is alive on M ars, :1.nd 
immediatdybcginsrcscarching 
w-.1ys IO oontact and resupply him. 
Meanwhile, Watney faces the 
challenges of finding food and 
water on thcdcsolan:planetwhilc 
w-.i..itingout the thrce}'Caf"S 1mtil 
NASA's next mission to Mars. 
.Matt D.unoostarsasprotigo-
nist Mark Watney,and performs 
in his role terrifically in this 
PG-13 film. Damon portrays 
Warney as a. remarbbly likable 
person, a charismatic, everyday 
man who sees the positi~'ts in 
his situations without being 
obnoxiously optimistic. Damon 
perfcctlyrcveals thevulncrablc 
side ofWatney as wdl,building 
on his growing anxieties and 
fearsas thefilmplaccshim in 
increasingly tense and dangerous 
situations.1hispresentshimasa 
!ayercdcharacteraudiencescan 
carcaboutforrcasonsbesidcshis 
"being the prota.gonisr.~ 
The supporting cs is equally 
brilliantintheirroles,providing 
performances that ensure the 
scenes set not on Mars are as 
fun andenjoyableasthcyare 
tense and meaningful. Jessica 
Chastain is perfect as Melissa 
L:wis,thcArcs3crcw'shardened 
yet caring mission commander. 
The rest of the astronaut crew, 
comprised of Michael Pena, 
Kate Mara, Sebastian Stan and 
Aske] H ennie, are charming 
and believable, providing great 
chemistry with Watncydespite 
minimal on- screen contact 
with him. 
JeffDanicls and Scan Bean 
provide dramatic weight as the 
head ofNASA Teddy Sanders 
:.md NASA mission director 
Mitch Henderson, respectively. 
H owever, the most engaging 
supporting performance comes 
from Chiwetcl Ejiofor, who ex-
cels as Vincent Kapoor, another 
NASA mission director. Ejiofor 
contributes both heft and htunOT 
to the role with perfect timing 
and incredible execution. Other 
supporting characters, such as 
ones portrayed by Kristen \.Yiig 
and Donald G lover, arc not 
as layered, but are serviceable 
enough to round out the scenes 
on Earth. 
M arsitselfiscraftedinto 
a character, an antagonist of 
sorts in this t\vist on the man 
vs. nature story. 
~lhe Marlian" delivers on 
nearly every level. Essentially 
~Cast~nvay" meets "Apollo 13," 
the film explores the themes of 
the fighting human spirit and 
nevt.TgivinguP>whileproviding 
upbeat humor winier than that 
found in most modem romedies. 
A mas1crful dhector, skilled 
writer, and brilliant cast help 
create a cinematic experience 
that is more character-driven 
than "Gravity,~ more intense 
than ~lmcrsrc:Uar," and !imply 
out of this world. 
